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About This Content

Package Contents

 1 x Martyr Golem (New DLC Exclusive Alt Art)

 4680LP

 30x Collection Penta Packs (150 total cards)

 3 of each Faction Penta Pack (120 total cards)

Vanities

 8 DLC Exclusive Avatars from Reborn relaunch cards (Transcendent Monk, Ambiguity, Knight Errant, Commodore
K-172, Feeding Time, Travelling Angel, Blood Masquerade, Wisdom of the Earth)

 8 Battlefields, including 2 Reborn relaunch exclusives (Palace of the Dynasties, Corrupted Lab, Hydra Den, Alter of
Madness, Eden Manufacturing, Western Front, Dragon's Peak [DLC Exclusive], Mystic Forest [DLC Exclusive])

 3 Card Backs (Jade Wall, Robotic Undead, Exiled Decadence, )
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Bonus Items

 30 x Rift Run Tokens

 20 x 24 Hour 50% IP/XP Booster
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Okay game. Worth about $2.50.. YES 2:11 min video
it took me 10 min to buffer ;-; 10/10. Very hard game yet is fun to play and the retro experience is also very nice.. Awesome
game, thanks a bunch!. Double the length of Chapter 1, with over four times the amount of achievements, if you enjoyed
Chapter 1 you will like this one. Part two of the trilogy pairs you with a new secondary protagonist, a somewhat goofy FBI
agent, and this time around you are spending more time tracing leads or investigating the surrounding areas of Silver Creek Falls
then actually being in the town, but don't worry, when you return you are given a more free roam of the town. Also, stay behind
for the post credits scene, it raises more mysteries about  Mark, as well as Sarah. The price is a little high, but consider you
played 1 for free and you can count the price towards both. Really can't wait for Part 3.. Fruits inc 1 is bugged.
You can't play the game past level 1.6 without cheating by edding the levels to obtain the needed resources.
Too bad.

Fruits inc 2 works, but it less of a challenge and less fun.. No online multiplayer yet, but still great fun against the computer (and
local multiplayer) in the meantime. I didn't expect the dogfighting to be so intense and fun. Been having fun mopping the floor
with the enemy (and with some tinkering, a trio of them, and still mauling them).

Online Mode is going to be mayhem whenever it's released\/possible; moreso when workshop is integrated for all kinds of
modes in the long-run alongside it. Definitely worth it for the updates down the line; and even in it's current form.

Combat tip:
Don't depend too much on thrust, and keep your trajectories relative to the combat at hand. Trust me on this. For those of you
that have played Starcon 2: The Ur-Quan Masters, you know what I'm talking about.. Jumped out of enemy ship screaming Piru
Paratkoon, catching another enemy ship.
Everytime getting killed with a cannonbal when im captain (y).

11/10. I really like playing this game. I can play with AI or multiplayer online. The rules are not complex and no time pressure.
Once I won against AI, I wanted to play more. I am addicted to this game. Highly recommend it.. A really good game and no
bug found in my first try .
Everything works well even alt-tab and no move problems .
I really recommend it .
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Between muddy hitboxes, presentation that's barebones even for a budget shmup and a complete lack of content (again, even
compared to other budget shmups) I can't really recommend this game unless you just happen to have a couple bucks in your
Steam Wallet and are looking for something to do for half an hour or so. The dull bosses that serve as bullet sponges rather than
an example of any care in design is the icing on the cake. Video below:

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=TzoZ5nMiwAw. It's more fun than I thought and I started loving this game:) so I
recommend this game to everyone if they want to play Zoo management game:). not that fun after 6.5 hours. For some reason I
thought Girlfriend Rescue was going to be a classic Beat 'Em Up game like River City Ransom or Final Fight but it isn't, it's an
rpg type game. I scrolled through the screenshots from the game just now before starting this review and they do indeed show
some combat screens so I'm not sure where I got that impression from.

Gamplay wise Girlfriend Rescue is like a nes or snes Dragon Quest game. It's turn based, you select what your characters do and
then after everyone on both sides has had a turn to do something you get to select what all of your party members do again.
There are no towns in the game you just follow the path forward killing bad guys and leveling up trying to reach the end goal of
saving your girlfriend. Most battles are avoidable if you want to do that but there is a world level bonus if you clear the entire
area of badguys before moving on to the next one. There are multiple party members with different abilities to choose from at
the start of the game and upon completing the game you unlock new characters to play as. What characters you are able to
unlock is based on the difficulty level you chose to play at.

Girlfriend Rescue was a pretty fun game. I played though it a total of three times just to see what some of the new characters I
unlocked could do. The game started to get too repetitive for me though after that point and I lost interest in playing it after that.
Still its a good game and at 80% off now is the time to purchase it if you want it. Even at full price I think its worth the money if
you like turn based fairly mindless combat. If that sort of thing isn't your thing this game may not be the game for you.. Hmm,
what can I say other than... not great?

This game is very difficult and just didn't do so good responsively. And the fact you HAVE to aim for the head made it very
frustrating. Would have been better if the option to switch to a shoot-where-arrow-is-aiming style. I just can't recommend this
game.

EDIT: Nice, I can't even give a review until I've been subjected to it for five mnutes now? Ugh...

EDIT 2: I DID play the game for 3 minutes. I added this to make things clear as to why I was annoyed that I had to play it
another 2 minutes before my review.. It's amazing, I was using Blender for 2 years before. We swithced to CryEngine and for
multiple reasons I had no choice but move to 3DS max if I wanted to be effective. Your tutorials is amazing, you gave me all
shortcuts I was missing after switched form blender, and a lot of insider information, usually it takes years to find it out on your
own but with this course it is just handled to you.

Thank you!
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